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Global developments such as population
growth andurbanisation, market liberalisation, changesinconsumers concerns, and
increasing rural and urban poverty confront low-income-countries' and'emergingmarket-economies' with major challenges
inpursuing sustainable economic development. They require agricultural practices
(in production systems and processing
techniques aswell asmarketing) that live
up to international standards interms of
food security, food safety and cost effectiveness.Atthe sametime,increasedagricultural production should take place with
due consideration ofenvironmental issues
such asthesustainable useofthe natural
resource base and the conservation of
nature and biodiversity.

The Research Programme
The DLO Research Programme International Cooperation (DLO-IC) aims at contributing to
sustainable development and poverty reduction in
the Souththrough demand-driven appliedresearch.
The programme has a life span of 4 years (20022005) and is sponsored by the Netherlands

Programme objectives

Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management and

• To generate and disseminate knowledge and to

Fisheries (LNV). It receives co-funding from other

build research capacity inthe South around topics

national and international donors, such as the

addressing key issues insustainable development;

Netherlands Ministries of Foreign Affairs and

• Tocontribute to enabling policies that facilitate the

Economic Affairs, the European Union and the

sustainable development of agricultural sectors

Rockefeller Foundation.Theprogramme hasatotal

and the integration of low-income countries and

annualbudgetofabout€5million.Itisimplemented

emerging economies inthe world economy;

jointly bytheDLOresearchinstitutes ofWageningen

• Tostrengthen strategic partnerships amongnation-

University and Research Centre in close collabora-

alandinternational knowledge centres (CGIAR),the

tionwith research partners, NGO's,andthe private

private sector, development organisations, non-

sector intheSouth.

governmental organisations and policy makers.

Research topics
Theoverarchingtopics arefoodsafety,sustainable
agriculture and environmental quality in peri-urban
and rural areas, sustainable conservation anduse
of biodiversity and sustainable entrepreneurship.
These areelaborated infive researchthemes:
• Building competencies and regulating food
quality and safety in global food chains;
• Sustainableagriculture andenvironmentalquality
inperi-urban anddensely populatedareas;
• Conservation andutilisation of agro-biodiversity;
• International nature management;
• Enabling policies for international agreements.

Interaction and complementarity between these
themes forms a specific feature of the research.
In particular, synergy is being sought by linking
the ecological, economic and social aspects of
sustainable development in the target regions
West Africa, South/East Africa, China and
SoutheastAsia.

The year 2002
The work plan for 2002, the first year of the
programme period, could build on experiences of
earlier

research programmes operated by

Wageningen URandits partners. Itprovideda'flying
start' for most research themes and projects.
However, a number of new themes and new focal
areas within existing themes have been identified
and corresponding projects were initiated. For
instance,withinthe themes 'Food quality and safety
in global food chains' and 'Enabling policies for
international agreements' a complete new programme of research activities wasformulated.

Thisannualreport presents abrief description ofthe
achievements per theme. For eachtheme theactivities andresults of oneproject or agroup of projects
are highlighted. For a complete overview of the
accomplishments and outputs per project in 2002,
please visit our website (www.north-south.nl) and
the individual project webpages.

Building competencies and
regulatingfoodqualityand
safety inglobalfoodchains

This theme seeks to assemble private
and public parties involved in food provision for consumers in Northern and
Southern countries and to develop
promising initiatives for the creation of
safe and sustainable food chains. The
researchactivitiesfocus onorganisation
and design of global sourcing and
how this relates to local conditions and
capabilities.

In2002 concepts for the research programme inthe
coming years were developed, based upon an a
review of past and ongoing research work andexperiences gathered inanumber of pilot projects.These
concepts and developed frameworks were compiled
in a book titled 'Collaboration and competence in
global food chains: international perspectives on
food safety and quality', which will be published mid
2003.
Key is that increasing requirements regarding food
safety and the sustainability of the entire production
process confront especially smallholder farmers in

Objectives

the South with a number of challenges. More than

Research and capacity building for:

ever the international food industry is looking for

—Good agricultural practices and
sustainability
—Supply chain management and
food processing
1

—Certification and regulation in
international trade

appropriate modes of organisation of the foodchain.
Examples of those modes include contract farming,
plantation models and farmer associations. These
requirethe development of newbusiness modelsthat
include mechanisms for control and enforcement,
while maintainingthe participation of small holdersin
commercial (export) farming. Various issues are
addressed such as institutional development, learningfrom successful new business developments and
inclusion of Corporate Social Responsiveness and
People-Profit-Planet programmes.

»Projects
—Developing guidelines for country assessment andformulation of action planson
food safety indeveloping countries (South
Africa)
—Sustainable coffee production (Vietnam)
—Supply chains between North and Southfor
niche markets incoffee (Brazil)
—Three case studies of outsourcing fresh
fruits andvegetables inSoutheastAsia
(Thailand, India, Philippines)
-International perspectives onfood quality
andfood safety inglobalfood chains
•—Agro-businessdevelopment andtechnology
transfer insupport of regionalvalue-adding
supplychains(SouthAfrica)
As aresult, three research areas have beenidentified for 2003-2004:
• Sustainability of international coffee chains
(Brazil andVietnam)
• Global sourcing and food safety of perishable
products from South-EastAsia
• Regional Development Centres and domestic
markets inSouthernAfrica and SouthAsia
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Matching quality assurance andvertical integration
Case studies of outsourcingfreshfruits and vegetables in South-EastAsia;
The case of Thailand
Dave Boselie, LEI
Problems inthe chain

Conclusions
• Food safety assurance is a leading driving force in the
development of grades and standards, which define the

Horticultural production in South-East Asia is a breeding

specifications of products and set the rules of the game

groundfor innovative institutional measures insourcing fresh

for the overall production process

produce.This project explored experiences with supply chain

• Changes in the grades, standards and certification

management (both export markets and domestic markets)

practices have tended to exclude small firms and farms

in fresh vegetables in Thailand. The project focused on

from participating in market growth, because of the

decisions aboutthe organisation of production schemes, the

implied investments; but preferred supplier pro-

distribution of tasks and capabilities in global sourcing, and

grammes and the creation of local value added centres

the interaction between Western retailers or shippers. Since

with appropriate contract farming systems have

consumer concerns about food safety of fresh produce have

demonstrated the possibility to include small scale

put an enormous pressure upon the food and retail industry

operations in modern horticultural farming

to improve farming practices and to arrange transparency
in the supply chain and local producers, the importance of
quality assurance in the supply chain was addressed.

• The nature of the grades and standards is shifting from
performance to process standards
• The Thai export sector is implementing private grades,
standards, private certification and labelling according to

Cases
Experiences from two business cases inthevegetable indus-

the requirements of their end-markets in Europe or Japan
• Medium and large enterprises that serve the domestic

try, the TOPS Thailand project and the Thai Fresh project,

market try to lift government induced grades, standards

have been explored. The business cases included the les-

and certification schemes to schemes similar to those in

sons learned with the design and implementation of grades,

export markets in developed regions

standards and certification. Information and primary data

• Cooperation between seed companies and professional

from the above projects, in combination with desk research

growers appears to be a good formula for introduction of

(literature, project documents), served as major inputfor this

GoodAgricultural Practices, and also agood starting point

project.

for chain integration

h
Sustainable agriculture andenvironmental quality inperi-urbanand
densely populated areas

Growing populations and rapid urban
expansion leadto conversion of agricultural
landfor infrastructural,housing,commercial
and industrial uses. Concurrently, the
cities' expansion calls for increased food
productiontofeedthe growing populations
while these centres in their turn produce
ever-greater amounts of urban waste.This
theme addresses the dynamics of multisector resource use and related environmentalchallenges inperi-urbananddensely
populated rural areas.
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Objectives
—To develop intensive and sustainable crop,
livestock and mixed agricultural systems in
peri-urban and densely populated rural areas
—To study the effect of farmers' decisions
on the environment
—To explore alternative options for sustainable
land use and rural development
1

—To formulate policy measures, at various

books on soil erosion and economic policy
research.
Sixprojects aredealingwithnaturalresourcemanagement issues in Asia, West and East Africa including
plant protection, nutrient management, soil andwater
conservation. Inthese projects, research approaches
are linked with social learning and participatory planningtechniques andpolicy design atdifferent decision

scales of implementation, that facilitate

levels.Output realisedincludes:

adoption of sustainable land use systems

• Establishment of stakeholder platforms for social
learning/land use planning at different levels

Output of all the research projects implemented in

• Scientist-stakeholder consultations on problem

2002 combines quality scientific results with prac-

definition for the various case studies, and plan-

tical impact at field and policy level. This was

ning workshops

achieved mainly through successfully engaging the

• Starting up institutional development and capacity

different stakeholders in communication platforms

building through training workshops and hands-on

inorder to build shared commitment. Also, research

training innew methods andtechniques

results were disseminated through various media
and forms adapted to the target groups.

• Carrying out (farm) surveys and analysis for
describing hot spots of NRMproblems
• Establishing (GIS-linked) databases on natural

Most of the activities are multi-annual projects, of

resources and resource constraints, production

which some were started during the previous

levels and technologies and socio-economic

research programme. Two projects were completed

characteristics

in 2002 harvesting the fruits of the past years ina

• Presenting research approaches and preliminary

wealth of highly respected international scientific

results to local stakeholders and (international)

publications such as special journal issues and

scientific audiences
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Projects
—An interdisciplinary approach to reduce
water, soil and nutrient losses causedby
erosion (China) www.erochinut.alterra.nl
-An interdisciplinary approach to analysethe
dynamics of forest and soil degradation
(India, Pakistan,Nepal)
-Development of animproved method for
soil andwater conservation planning(Kenya,
Tanzania) www.eroahi.alterra.nl
-Economic policy reforms, agricultural incentives and soil degradation (Kenya,China)
www.sls.wau.nl/oe/episode
-Development of appropriate Integrated
Nutrient Management Strategies (Kenya)

•Policies for sustainable land management
(Ethiopia)
•Farmers Field Schools for Integrated Nutrient
Management (Kenya, Uganda, Ethiopia)
www.inmasp.nl
•Systems research for integrated resource
management and land use analysis(China,
Vietnam, Philippines) www.irmla.alterra.nl
•Sustainable technologies for pest, disease
and soilfertility management in smallholder
vegetable production (China,Vietnam)
www.lei.dlo.nl/vegsys
•Impact of changing land cover onthe
production andecological functions of
inlandvalleys (Ghana, Burkina Faso)
•Resource management options for the
Greater Beijing area(China)

Three projects have a focus on sustainable
resource management in intensive production
systems around urban centres such as Beijing
andHanoi.Thesearenewprojectsthathavejust
completed their planning anddesign phaseand
commencedfield-work activities as planned.

•Sustainable smallholder agricultural production inperi-urban anddensely populated rural
areas (SouthAfrica,Zambia)
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Soilfertility decline threatens livelihoods inEastAfrica

Rik van den Bosch, Alterra; Siebe van Wijk,
Gerdien Meijerink, Andre de Jager,LEI

The activities are implemented in project consortia with
research partners in 4 European and 4 African countries
(Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda) including NARS,

Soil fertility degradation in East Africa

Universities, Ministries, NGOand CGIAR institutes.

Soil nutrient depletion is one of the major constraints to
food security and economic development in rural areas of

Results in 2 0 0 2

Sub-Saharan Africa. Inherently low soil nutrient stocks

An overview of some of the most important results realised

paired with negative nutrient balances in many agricultural

in 2002:

production systems further aggravate the fragile soil con-

• For all areas a thorough quantitative and highly participa-

ditions and threaten the long-term productivity base and

tive analysis of the soil fertility degradation and soil and

therefore the livelihood of large groups of rural house-

water erosion problems has been conducted, supplying

holds.

key information for intervention strategies in the region
• A series of models was developed, fine-tuned and imple-

Activities

mented to assess soil fertility problems, simulate impacts

Five related projects address various key issues of this com-

of technological innovations and assess impacts of policy

plex problem and engage in activities such as:

instruments and measures on soil fertility management

• The development of methods for participatory catchment
scale soil and water conservation planning
• Addressing the impacts of economic policy reforms on soil
degradation and livelihood of rural families
• Participatory development of integrated nutrient management technologies and facilitating policies to address soil
fertility degradation
• Assisting policy makers in identifying and assessing
strategies for sustainable land management

and rural livelihood
• Various types of stakeholder platforms, farmer field
schools and policy makers workshops were organised to
develop technical and policy strategies and monitoring
progress inthe activities of various projects
• African partners were trained in various technical aspects,
including formal MSc and PhD training
• Research partners participated inregional and international
scientific and policy meetings

Conservation and utilisationof
agro-biodiversity

m

Biodiversity, the variety of ecosystems,
species and genes, provides the raw
materials, goods and services we needto
live, work, produce and consume.
Management andsustainable use ofbiodiversity are relatively new policy areas.
Limited data is available about the loss of
biodiversity and its consequences for
humansandtheir environment.Thistheme
attempts to address some of the existing
knowledge gaps.

Objectives
—To increase knowledge on the nature
and function of agro-biodiversity and
genetic resources in tropical production
systems
L

A number of Asian countries (India, Bangladesh,
Pakistan,Nepal,Bhutan,Indonesia,Philippines,China,
Vietnam) were supported, in close collaboration with
FAO, inan inventory of and strategy development for
its animalgenetic resources.
However, the main part of the theme dealt with the

~ To develop options to strengthen local

start of PEDIGREA (Participatory Enhancement of

management of biodiversity and to

Diversity of Genetic Resources in Asia). The project

strengthen markets for products

dealswithparticipatory breedingto improvelocalrice

derived from current local diversity

varieties, andwith improving the diversity intraditional indigenous vegetables. The project makes use of
the experiences obtained with Farmer Field Schools,
inwhichfarmersaretrainedtotraintheirfellows in the
communities,inwhichlocalstaff isinvolvedwithmany
years of participatory experiences.

Projects
—Participatory Enhancement of Diversity of
Genetic Resources inAsia (Indonesia,
Cambodia, Philippines)
—Contribution to the State of the Worldon
Animal Genetic Resources (India,Pakistan,
Bangladesh)
—Research andexpertise network on
conservation and management of animal
genetic resources
-Institutional development support for the
National Biodiversity Centre of Bhutan
I—Theeffect of globalization intrade and
consumption patterns on agro-biodiversity

Oneproject exploredcases showingtheopportunities to build a positive relationship between
trade and agro-biodiversity and produced afirst
report titled: 'Marketing Diversity: Agricultural
Biodiversity intheSupply Chain'.

PEDIGREA
Participatory Enhancement of Diversity of Genetic Resources inAsia

Bert Visser, Plant Research International

Cambodia. A Farmer Field School manual incorporates a
component on indigenous vegetables. Farmers made an

Genetic erosion: a growing problem

inventory ofthevarieties available inthe community. Farmers

Worldwide, crop diversity is decreasing dramatically. This

also prioritised the crops they most wished to improve.

decrease is caused by the intensification of agricultural

These included various cucurbits (pumpkins, gourds), leafy

production and the impact of professional breeding, by the

vegetables, pepper and tomato. Ineach community farmers

globalisation of markets, and by habitat destruction. This

identified approximately ahundred different vegetables.They

'genetic erosion' involves the loss of diversity within some

also indicated which of these crops were grown for home

major cash and staple crops, as well as the gradual disap-

consumption or for the urban markets. For some of these

pearance of marginalized indigenous crops from our diet.

crops commercial varieties are readily available, whereas

Participatory management of genetic resources

grammes. Parallel with the Farmer Field Schools, baseline

ThePEDIGRAproject usestheexperienceobtainedwithFarmer

studies were undertaken to track the availability of external

FieldSchools, inwhichfarmers aretrainedto traintheir fellows

genetic resources, explore ongoing breeding efforts, and

inthe communities. Local staff with many years of participato-

discuss options for strengthening urban markets for indige-

ry experiences are engaged to implement this approach. In

nous diversity.

others have been relatively neglected in breeding pro-

both Indonesia and Cambodia two communities have been
selectedto develop andimprove localcrop diversity.Accessto

In the coming year additional genetic resources to improve

genetic resources is sought to improve the local diversity.The

the prioritized vegetable crops and rice varieties shall be

projects have a technical as well as an economic dimension.

accessed. Farmer Field Schools will focus on the introduc-

Local improvement is only considered sustainable if markets

tion andtesting of this additional diversity. Further economic

for traditional diversity can be created and/or strengthened.

research will have to explore options to extend current markets. The project will provide new insights inways bywhich,

A first start in 2002

with limited financial resources and in cooperation with the

ATraining of the Trainers, and afull Farmer Field School was

public sector, interest inlocal crop diversity can be regained

run in each of the four communities in Indonesia and

and strengthened in agrowing number of communities.

International Nature Management

&

The policy on nature of the Netherlands'
Government finds its base in a broad
international context, since our nature
forms part of a complex and dynamic
international system. The Netherlands
acknowledges its shared responsibility for
thestateoftheglobalenvironmentandfor
the sustainable management of natural
resources. The Netherlands Ministry of
Agriculture, Nature Management and
Fisheries focuses, among others through
the activities inthis theme, onthe preservation and strengthening of ecosystems,
species andgenetic material. Focalareas
are international flyways, biodiversity and
forests and policy issues.
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• Objectives

Willem Barentz Biological Station in Russia to study
the breeding biology of shorebirds that reproduce in

—Through international cooperation strive to
structurally reverse the negative development of the global loss of biodiversity
—Contribute to the protection of ecosystems

the Russiantundra's andwinter inEurope,Africa and
Asia. The co-ordination activities in the Goose
Specialist Group of Wetlands International were continuedandanumber of meetings organised.Allofthe

and landscapes of international value

major wintering and spring staging sites used by

— Effectuate conservation of biodiversity in

these geese in the Netherlands were identified.The

the developments of various sectors of the

output ofthework ontheWaderandGoosedatabase

economy

is among others used to determine criteria for wetlands to qualify for a protected status under the
Ramsar Convention of Wetlands. The activities inthe

TheAntarcticmarine birdsandecosystems work isa

inner Niger delta in Mali concentrated on stakehold-

long-term study on Antarctic marine top predators

ers consultation in and around the waterbird sites in

(birds and mammals) aiming better modelling of the

order to build a sound basis for the further manage-

importance of sea-ice systems interms of biodiversity

ment planning process.

and climate-change issues It includes a food web
studyto clarify the importance ofthe sea-ice biotope

Thework onBiodiversityand forestsfocuses ontrop-

to the Antarctic ecosystem. Particular attention is

ical (peat swamp) forests in Kalimantan/Borneo

paid to the role of krill and other plankton infeeding

which arevery important carbon sinks. The Strapeat

the larger arctic animals.

project activities in2002 includedprogressandtraining workshops, field visits, desk studies focusing on

The research on Flywaysof migratory waterbirds

aspects of sustainable management. Main activities

concernsthe conservation ofthe EastAtlantic Flyway

of other peat swamp projects were studies on the

that runsfrom northern Siberia to the southerntip of

impact of logging practices on vegetation structure,

Africa and responds to Netherlands commitments in

biodiversity and production of non-timber forest

relation to 3 international bird conventions. Themain

products and climatic change effects on important

activities in 2002 included an expedition to the

species. In Mt. Malindang National Park in the

HH
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Projects
—Antarctic marine birds and ecosystems
(Antarctica)
1

—Flyways of migratory water birds(Europe,Mali)
- Co-ordination of the Wetlands International
Goose Specialist Groupwww.wetlands.org/
networks/goose/goose.htm
- Maintaining migratory coastal bird diversity
http://dorset.ceh.ac.uk/coastbird
- Maintenance of agoose andwader database
- Modelling of migration strategies of waterbirds alongflyways
www.nioo.knaw.nl/dynamig
- Management planningfor key waterbird
sites inthe Inner Niger Delta,Mali

Philippines, policy studies aim to safeguard the
integrity ofthe parkwhilesimultaneouslyincreasingthe income opportunities of the communities
livinginitsmarineandterrestrial environments. In
another project a landscape level decision support tool is developed that provides information
onoverallcarbonbudgetsandoncarbonsequestration or emission associated with various landusechange processes suchasafforestationand
deforestation

— Biodiversity andforests
- Development of guidelines for thesustainable use of coastal peat zones inSarawak
(Malaysia, Indonesia)
www.strapeat.alterra.nl
- Modelling carbon sequestration inforested
landscapes (global)
www.efi.fi/projects/casfor
- Peat swampforests in Sarawak (Malaysia,
Indonesia)
- Biodiversity research for development inthe
Mount Malindang area (Philippines)
1
—Scientific support to policy development inthe
Netherlands inthe area of conservation and
sustainable development of ecosystems and
landscapes of international importance (global)
Research providing scientific supportto policy
developmentsintheNetherlandsintheareaofconservation andsustainable development ofecosystems and landscapes of international importance
commenced in2002. It included desk studieson
current Dutch policy, andinterviews withrelevant
executives inthe Netherlands, Poland,theCzech
Republic and France. Furthermore, a database
structure was developed andafirst analysis performedoftheEuropeanvascularplants.

Modelling carbon sequestration inforested landscapes

Achievements

GertJanNabuurs, Altena

In 2002 some of the model extensions were realised, such

Uncertainty in sequestration potentials

as linkages to GISapplication, acarbon accounting module

Carbon sequestration is increasingly being considered as

and a financial module. The model has been widely dis-

an integral function of rural areas. Since the Kyoto agree-

seminated, among others through internet and a leaflet.

ment of 1997 industrial countries are allowed to fulfil their

Since the release of the first version in 1999 the model has

emission reduction commitment through land use projects

been downloaded by 1100 registered users in65 countries

inthe tropics (Clean Development Mechanism, CDM). Large

worldwide. Mainly researchers and students with some

uncertainties exist however about sequestration potentials

basic understanding of forest dynamics, the carbon cycle

and side effects, and this requires development of reliable

and access to growth data have been using the model to

tools to monitor and analyse carbon sinks at the landscape

provide policy makers with basic information on policy

level.

options relating to the Kyoto protocol. Training courses
were given at graduate and professional level in
Wageningen and Costa Rica.

The C02Fix model
For this particular purpose, a landscape level decision
support tool has been developed that provides information
on overall carbon budgets and on carbon sequestration or
emission associated withvarious land-use change processes
such as afforestation and deforestation. The model is being
extended with carbon substitution management through bioenergy use, as well as with basic economic evaluations of
carbon sequestration projects. The project is implemented
by Expertise Group Environmental Sciences of Wageningen
University in collaboration with Centra Agronómico Tropical
de Investigación y Ensenanza in Costa Rica.
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Enablingpoliciesfor
international agreements

Activities in this theme aim at providing
scientific support for the development of
the international policy agenda of the
ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries (LNV). Special attention is being given to policy matters
regarding international agreements and
organisations and the related south-north
policy dialogue.

*Objectives
—Conduct research concerning North-

1

briefs were issued, and a number of meetings were
organisedatLNVontheresults ofthese projectse.g.
on international trade aspects and on pesticide

South aspects of policy issues of the

residues infreshfoodexportsfrom lowincomecoun-

international policy agenda of LNV

tries intheSouth.

—Support the dialogue between policy
makers of the North and South

Activities under this theme also included, on request
of LNV, the participation in international policy fora
(e.g. on benefit sharing on genetic resources) and
contributions to national discussions onpolicy issues

Theyear 2002 saw aconcentrated effort to work

(such as the World Food Day). Finally, the work on

on food security issues (with FAO), global trade

intellectual property and biosafety led to acoopera-

(WTO),genetic resources,intellectual propertyand

tion agreement with the International Service for

genetic modification (FAOandCBD).Severalpolicy

National Agricultural Research ofCGIAR.

Projects
—Food Insecurity and Vulnerability
Information and Mapping Systems
—Agricultural trade policy and developing
countries
-Analytical framework for the introduction of
breeders' rights indeveloping countries
—Biosafety files www.biosafety.nl
—Analysis of the relevance of access and benefit
sharingfor farm animal genetic resources
—Consumer acceptability andprospects for
non-food GMcrops: Bt cotton
1

—Genetic enrichment of foods in developing
countries: arguments and evidence

Policy brief
Transgenes inMexican maize landraces;ananalysis ofdata
and potential impact
Niels Louwaars, Plant Research International

criticism from other scientists. An independent, secondary
technology to confirm the results is considered to bethe mini-

The case
On November 29, 2001,the scientific journal Nature reported

mum requirement for valid scientific conclusions about the
actual occurrence of introgression intothe maize landraces.

"the presence of introgressed transgenic DNA constructs in
native maize landraces grown in remote mountains inOaxaca,

Analysis: impact on biodiversity

Mexico". The paper attracted a lot of attention, particularly

In our opinion, there will be no automatic loss of maize bio-

because Oaxaca is located inthe primary centre of diversity of

diversity as a consequence of the introgression of the trans-

maize and its wild ancestor, teosinte. The substantial genetic

genes currently used incommercialised maize in its centre of

diversity in this Mexican region is a major source for maize

origin. It is highly unlikely that these transgenes will give suffi-

breeding. The results were taken to indicate that transgenes

cient selective advantage to outcompete the plant material

mayhavespreadintotheOaxacaareaandthatthiswillinfluence

already present in such centres of origin. No original plant

the genetic composition of valuable genetic resources.

material will disappear at all, since the 'new' genes will evenly
spread inthe diverse populations through natural cross breed-

The debate

ing(ineffect arandomintrogression process).Thisplantmate-

Accordingto NGOs,transgenes wouldleadto lossof an essen-

rial will therefore remain available for further breeding and

tial source of biodiversity. Local farmers were reported to be

other uses. It should, however, be pointed out clearly that

worried about the health of their children, and it was claimed

genetic diversity in maize inthis important centre of diversity

that gene banks inthe region were contaminated. This spread

is indeedthreatened.Amuch greater danger to genetic diver-

-scientifically referred to as 'introgression'-will be as likely for

sity isthe spread of modern agriculture in Mexico. These sys-

anymaizegenesfrom modernvarieties or hybrids asfortrans-

tems use genetically narrow populations of uniform hybrids

genes now present in commercial maize. It would particularly

and restrict the active maintenance and use of traditional and

affect the genebank of CIMMYT, the International Centre for

potentially valuable local landraces to remote and more

Maize and Wheat Research, which maintains the world's most

marginal areas.Transgenic introgression inlocalvarieties may

important maize collection. Environmentalists are demanding

however have consequences that do not relate to biodiversity

far-reachingactions suchasaglobal moratorium ontransgenic

such as implications on integrity of the crop, intellectual

crops ingeneral.TheNature publication alsogenerated severe

property andtrade issues and possibly food safety issues.

Other activities
During the year 2002, LNV identified a number of topics
requiring short-term research activities. These activities
encompassed preparations for international conferences,
preparation of policy briefs or organisation of workshops.In
2002 the following activities were undertaken:
• Formulation of policy paper for LNV in preparation for the
World Summit on Sustainable Development
• Workshop onidentification of research needs inagricultural
production inSuriname
• Paper onthe legislative and institutional framework of food
and safety control in live animals inChina
• Identifying priority areas for policy recommendations in
poverty alleviation andfood security intheframework activities of Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers
• Workshop on water as economic good: assessment of
knowledge and knowledge gaps inwater economics
• Identification mission to support the fisheries sector inIran
• Study on impacts of EUpesticide legislation onfresh food
trade betweenAfrica andtheEU

FourEU co-financedprojects,initiatedduringtheprevious

Researchers contributed regularly to the mid-carrier

programme and not fitting in the major research

courses offered by the International Agricultural

themes, continued activities in2002:

Centre.In2002 participation wasrealisedinavariety

• Genetic improvement of maizeto enhancefood safety

of training programmes such as interactive policy

by introducing resistance to Fusarium moniliforme

makingandruraldevelopment, participatory planning

(SouthAfrica, Zambia)

and monitoring and Integrated Pest Management.

www.up.ac.za/academic/botany/foodsafe.html
• Improved Striga Control inMaize and Sorghum(Mali,
Burkina Faso, Nigeria)
www.plant.wageningen-ur.nl/projects/striga
• Improvingthe Quality andUtilisation of Low-ValueFish
by Processing (Ghana, Namibia, Kenya, India,
Malaysia)
• Managing Agrochemicals in Multi-Use Aquatic
Systems (Sri Lanka, Thailand)

Impacts of EUpesticide legislation onfreshfood
trade betweenAfrica andtheEU
AndredeJager, LEI

• Domestic policies, public infrastructure and position
and organisation of private sector largely determine

Market access
In policy debates it was stated that the currently imple-

chances on the EU market
• Increased market access has very limited direct impact

mented increased food safety requirements in EU affect

on smallholder farmers (majority of stakeholders inagri-

market access of developing countries negatively. The

cultural sector in Africa)

Dutch Ministries of Agriculture, Nature Management and

• Coordinated technical and financial support from EU

Fisheries and International Affairs wanted to verify this

through public-private joint ventures are required to

statement and wanted to explore what possibilities exist

enable African countries to comply with EU market

for targeted support to developing countries to address

requirements

this constraint.

• Coherence in EU trade and development policies are
required for a long-term participation of African coun-

Activities

tries in agricultural trade with the EU

A multi-disciplinary team of Wageningen UR made a
review of countries and products affected by new

Recommendations

Maximum Residu Limits (MRL's) and identified the most

• Establishment of accredited laboratory facilities

relevant agricultural sectors in these countries based

• Implementation of Integrated Pest Management

upon existing databases and literature. Jointly with

Programme

partners in the countries, discussions and workshops in

• Facilitating an efficient information flow

three case study countries (Ethiopia, Ghana and Zambia)

• Establishment of Horticultural Development Unit

were organised to identify constraints and possible solu-

(Ethiopia)/National Food Safety framework (Ghana)

tions and formulate concrete implementation plans to be

• Training and education at higher andfarm management

followed up bythe two Dutch Ministries concerned.

level
• Agricultural export development programme for

Conclusions
• Increased market access to EU can contribute to economic development in specific countries and sectors

smallholders
• Financial andtechnical supportto the Liaison Committee
Europe, Africa, Caribbean, Pacific (COLEACP)

Communication and management
Theprogramme experimented withvarious models

research theme. Inthe course of 2002 coherence

for involvement of LNV and other stakeholders in

at programme levelwas identified as anissue that

the field of international cooperation. The regular

requires further work. Aplan to develop anumber

meetings with the steering committee were com-

of projects that combine the key competences

bined with those of two other programmes, witha

from the different themes was prepared for imple-

view to linking research and capacity building for

mentation. Results should be generated by 2004.

development. LNV assigned contact persons for

The programme has put much emphasis on inter-

each research theme, asystem which will beeval-

disciplinary work in its projects. This secures the

uatedearly 2003. Furthermore,the programme ini-

cooperation among different research groups with-

tiated aseries of 'lunch-meetings'for LNV-staff and

in Wageningen UR, such as the Interdisciplinary

interested professionals from outside to discuss

Research and Education Fund (INREF) and with

ongoing projects andtheir results (e.g. oninterna-

counterparts in developing countries. This

tional trade agreements and development, and

approach, and its problem driven focus, has

on pesticide residue levels and development).

attracted agrowing interest from the institutes for

Finally, a start has been made with the production

applied research (PPO and PV) to involve their

of policy-briefs that present relevant research

researchers in this programme. In addition links

results in a compact style for a wide range of

were established with the training and advisory

users.

centres IACandILRIconcerning research activities
and capacity building.

The structure of the programme with programme
management, theme coordinators, and project
leaders secures a clear division of responsibilities
for scientific quality and coherence in each
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University of Groningen, Alfred Wegener Institute (Germany),

EMBRAPA(Brazil),University of SaoPaulo(Brazil),Associaçâo

Wetlands International, Furzebrook Research Station (UK),

de Cafeicultura Orgânica do Brasil (Brazil), Kasetsart

Universidad de Cadiz (Spain), Syndicat Mixte pour

University, Chiang MaiAgricultural University, Agricultural and
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Agricultural Research Institute (Tanzania), The Regional Land

Wageningen UR: Alterra, Plant Research International, LEI,

Management Unit (Kenya), Agricultural University of Norway
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IFPRI (USA), Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies
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University (Uganda), Zhejiang University (China), NISF
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CSIR (South Africa), University of Pretoria (South Africa),

Soil and Fertiliser Institute (China), Sichuan Agricultural
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de
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(Portugal), Institute of Food Research (Ghana), University of
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Institute (Kenya), University of Agricultural Sciences
Bangalore (India), Universiti Teknologie Mara, Fact. Applied
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de Coimbra (Portugal), National Aquatic Resources Research

Wageningen UR:PlantResearchInternational,LEI, ID-Leleystad,

and Development Agency (Sri Lanka), University of

ATO

Peradeniya (Sri Lanka), Asian Institute of Technology

CGR, Field Indonesia (Indonesia), Srer Khmer (Cambodia),

(Thailand), Kasetsart University (Thailand)

Science (Malaysia), University of Stirling (UK), Universidade
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